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An informed patient population with the power and determination to deliver change.

statistics based on the work of Rare Disease UK



A world in which all rare diseases have treatments – made 

together with patients, for patients.

Accelerate treatment development and care

patients collaboration



At its most basic level, drug repurposing can be likened to recycling. 

What is drug repurposing?

It is the act of taking a drug intended to treat one patient population, and 

demonstrating its efficacy in the treatment of a completely different group 

of patients. 
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Who is repurposing?

Clinicians Biotechs
Patient 

groups
Pharma



A rare genetic condition that affects young children from 

around the age of 5. 

Patients exhibit diabetes and visual impairment, which 

progresses into blindness and deafness, along with other 

neurological complications. 

Affects about 60 people in the UK

No current approved treatment

Prof Tim Barrett has worked to secure a specialist centre 

for Wolfram syndrome, and now identified a repurposing 

candidate for the condition.

The first trial is in the pipeline.

Clinician led - Wolfram syndrome



Biotech led - ‘Omics and big data
‘Omics – understanding all of genes or proteins in an individual – is at the forefront of science, 

and can be used to find repurposing opportunities.
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A rare x-linked condition

Results in early onset, difficult to control, seizures, and severe 

neuro-developmental impairment

Affects about 600 people worldwide

No current approved treatment 

In less then 9 months went from no candidate drugs, to having a generic 

repurposing candidate that had been shown to positively impact a disease 

model in the test tube.  

Biotech led - ‘Omics and big data



Patient group led - Alkaptonuria

Black bone disease

Affects ≈ 1 in 500,000 people

Inherited genetic condition

AKU is a progressive disease, caused by an

error in one of the body’s enzymes. This causes 

a build up of homogentisic acid in the body. This 

acid attacks cartilage and bone throughout life, 

turning them black and damaging them.

Early in life there are few symptoms, but it leads to an early onset form of osteoarthritis, and 

multiple joint replacements are required.



Alkaptonuria

Nitisinone is a drug 

approved fro the 

treatment of 

tyrosinemia type 1.

It works on the 

pathway that 

produces HGA, and 

can effectively block 

HGA production. 

This should prevent 

the condition.



Nitisinone and the AKU society
• Failed trial in the US – due to poor end point selection

• Conducted first human autopsy in AKU to better understand condition

• Developed AKU mouse model

• Developed an AKU severity score to better assess disease progress 

and for use as a trial endpoint

• Secured a specialist centre for AKU in the UK – prescribing nitisinone

off- label

• Built an international consortium for a clinical trial including the patent 

holding pharma company and a CRO.

• Secured FP7 EU funding to run a phase II and phase III clinical trial to 

assess the efficacy of nitisinone in alkaptonuria.

• EMA advice suggests a biomarker change could be sufficient for 

approval, but patient relevant endpoint included.

• Over 140 patients recruited for phase III study, mostly excludes 

English patients.

• Trial complete with positive mid-point data, and analysis underway.

• Ultimately the MA will be held by pharmaceutical partner.



Pharma led - Tuberous sclerosis
Began with academic ‘fundamental’ research identifying an underlying mechanism.

Suggested the use of mTOR pathway inhibitors.

Basic science led to interest in running a human trial, but funding for a full academic trial on a 

generic was rejected by MRC.

Charity and governmental funding helped an open label phase II trial in kidney tumours –

evidence of efficacy convinced Novartis to fund a large international phase III study of their 

existing drug Everolimus, which was under patent.

Novartis got involved in developing the drug for TSC to access benefits of the ODD – this 

extended market exclusivity for the drug to 2021 – patent expired in 2013.

Drug now approved for a number of different TSC tumours as an on-label medicine. Cost is 

estimated at around £36,000 per patient per year.
Generic estimated as low as £250 pppa



Challenges and considerations

How do you secure funding for the clinical testing of a repurposed therapy?

Is off-label prescription sufficient for your condition?

How will you plan to reach market, and what will the cost of the drug be?

How will you approach identifying repurposing opportunities?

Are the tools in place for effective repurposing research?

Model systems

Natural history understood

Clinical end points

Patient desired outcomes




